CASE  Patient discloses personal information in electronic communication. How to respond and what’s at stake?

Your nurse comes to you with a dilemma. Last Friday she received an email from a patient, sent to the nurse’s personal email account (G-mail) that conveyed information regarding the patient’s recent treatment for a herpetic vulvar lesion. The text details presumed exposure, date and time, number of sexual partners, concern for “spread of disease,” and the patient’s desire to have a comprehensive sexually transmitted infection screening as soon as possible.

Your nurse has years of professional experience, but she is perhaps not the most savvy with regard to current information technology and social media. Nonetheless, she knows it is best not to immediately respond to the patient’s email without checking with you. She tracks you down on Monday morning to review the email and the dilemma she feels she has been placed in. What’s the best next step?

While discussing the general question with the staff, another nurse notes that there have been some reviews of the office on social media. It seems that this second nurse tweets and texts with patients all the time. The office manager strongly suggests that the office “join the 21st Century” by setting up a Facebook page and using their webpage to attract new patients and communicate with current patients.

How do you prepare for this? Is your staff knowledgeable about the dos and don’ts of social media?

The use of social media by health care providers has been growing for several years. Back in 2011 a large survey by QuanitaMD revealed that 87% of physicians...
used social media for personal reasons, and 67% of them used it professionally.¹ How they used it for professional purposes also was explored in 2011, with almost 3 of 4 physicians using it for social networking and more than half engaging with their own institution’s social media (FIGURE).² In 2013, 53% of physicians indicated that their practice had a Facebook platform, 28% had a presence on LinkedIn, and 21% were on Twitter.³ Not surprisingly, social media use is higher among younger physicians⁴; the 2016 equivalents to these percentages most likely are higher.

Patients’ outreach through social media regarding health care information continues to grow, with 33.8% asking for health advice using social media.⁵ While email and other social media open the possibility of improved communication with patients, they also present a number of important professional and legal issues that deserve special consideration.⁶ Each medium presents its own challenges, but there are 4 categories of concern related to basic values and rights that we consider important to review:

- confidentiality
- dual relationships and conflicts of interest
- quality of care and advice
- general professionalism (including advertising).

Confidentiality

Few values of the medical profession are of longer standing than the commitment to maintain patient privacy. Fifth Century BC obligations continue to apply to the technology of the 21st Century AD. And the challenges are significant.

Email is not secure

In the opening case, the choice to email her clinician was apparently the patient’s. She probably does not realize that email is not very confidential, although it is undoubtedly in the Terms of Service Agreement she clicked through. Her email was likely scanned by her email service provider—Google, in this case—as well as the nurse. If, however, the physician’s office responds by email, it may well compound the confidentiality problem by further distributing...
Physicians are ethically obliged to protect confidentiality

Professional standards place significant ethical obligations on physicians to protect patient confidentiality. The American Medical Association (AMA) has an ethics opinion on professionalism with social media, as does the American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists (ACOG). Another excellent discussion of ethical and practical issues is a joint position paper by the American College of Physicians and the Federation of State Medical Boards. Both documents focus attention on issues of confidentiality.

Physicians are legally obliged to protect confidentiality

There are many legal protections for confidentiality that can be implicated by electronic communications and social media. All states provide protection for unwarranted disclosure of private patient information. Such disclosures made electronically are included. Indeed, because electronic disclosures may be broadcast more widely, they may be especially dangerous. The misuse of social media may result in license discipline by the state board, regulatory sanctions, or civil liability (rare, but criminal sanctions are a possibility in extreme circumstances).

In addition to state laws regarding confidentiality, there are a number of federal laws that cover confidential medical information. None is more important than the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and the more recent HITECH amendments (Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health). These laws have both privacy provisions and security (including “encryption”) requirements. These are complicated laws but at their core are the notions that health care providers and some others:

1. are responsible for maintaining the security and privacy of health information
2. may not transmit (even unintentionally) such information to others without patient permission or legal authority.

A good source of step-by-step information about these laws is “Health information

Other forms of social media are also not secure

Similar concerns arise about texting and using Twitter by the second nurse. These activities apparently had been unknown to the physician, but the practice still may be responsible for her actions. These are insecure forms of communication and raise serious ethical and legal concerns.

Other social media pose confidentiality risks as well. For example, a physician was dismissed from a position and reprimanded by the medical board for posting patient information on Facebook, and an ObGyn caused problems by posting a nasty note about a patient who showed up late for an appointment. Too many patients may not understand that posting on social media is the equivalent of standing on a street corner yelling private information. Social media sites that invite the discussion of personal matters are an invitation to trouble.
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Definitions of social media types²,¹⁷,²¹

**Blogs**—Websites that order users’ entries chronologically, similar to journal entries, designed to convey personal opinions on events of interest.

**Facebook**—The most commonly used social media for communications. Page “friending” and “likes” allow for sharing. Health care professional use is up to 47%.

**Mashups**—Web-based aggregates of content drawn from different online sources focused on consumer-oriented areas creating new services; for example: Craigslist, Google Maps.

**Microblogging**—A type of multimedia blogging (including Twitter) that conveys brief texts up to 140 characters and can include video clips as well as photos. Used to drive awareness of new posts such as advertising for a medical meeting, journal articles, etc.

**Podcasts**—Audio, with or without video, providing focus on a subject designed to playback on a mobile device. Content is updated on a regular basis. For example: television broadcasts, conference updates.

**Social media**—Websites and microblogging as forms of electronic communication that result in online communications with information sharing; for example, web conferencing.

**Social networking**—Systems that provide members of a specific site with the ability to learn about the skills, talents, and knowledge of other members.

**Wikipedia**—A frequently used reference source for patients that is collaboratively authored, not necessarily by physicians or medical experts.

**Wiki**—Collaboratively authored website that facilitates collection linking of information and other webpages. Users, who may number in the millions, can edit, contribute, and correct information.

Privacy: Covered entities and business associates,” on the US Health and Human Services website.¹⁴

HITECH also provides for notice to patients when health information is inappropriately transmitted. Thus, a missing USB flash drive with patient information may require notification to thousands of patients.¹⁵ Any consideration of the use of email or social media in medical practice must take into account the HIPAA/HITECH obligations to protect the security of patient health information. There can be serious professional consequences for failing to follow the HIPAA requirements.¹⁶

Dual relationships and conflicts of interest

In our hypothetical case, the office manager’s suggestion that the office use Facebook and their website to attract new patients also may raise confidentiality problems. The Facebook suggestion especially needs to be considered carefully. Facebook use is estimated to be 63% to 96% among students and 13% to 47% among health care professionals.¹⁷ Facebook is most often seen as an interactive social site; it risks blurring the lines between personal and professional relationships.⁹ There is a consensus that a physician should not “friend” patients on Facebook. The AMA ethics opinion notes that “physicians must maintain appropriate boundaries of the patient-physician relationship in accordance with professional ethical guidelines, just as they would in any other context.”⁹

Separate personal and professional contacts

Difficulties with interactive social media are not limited to the physicians in a practice. The problems increase with the number of staff members who post or respond on social media. Control of social media is essential. The practice must ensure that staff members do not slip into inappropriate personal comments and relationships. Staff should understand (and be reminded of) the necessity of separating personal and professional contacts.

Avoid misunderstandings

In addition, whatever the intent of the physician and staff may be, it is essentially impossible to know how patients will interpret interactions on these social media. The very informal, off-the-cuff, chatty way in which Facebook and similar sites are used invites misunderstandings, and maintaining professional boundaries is necessary.

Ground rules

All of this is not to say that professionals should never use Facebook or similar sites. Rather, if used, ground rules need to be established.
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Considerations when creating a social media policy for your practice

**Consider posting within the office the policies of:**
- Federation of state medical boards
- AMA
- ACOG

**Ensure employee professionalism with these rules:**
- Do not accept “friend” requests on your practice’s (or any other professional) Facebook page
- Direct patients to the practice’s Facebook page and/or Twitter feed, blog, or practice website

**Make it known that, as an employer, you will:**
- consider suspension for employees who provide patient identifier information in social communications
- not tolerate employees who post negative comments about their job on social media

Social media communications must:
- be professional and not related to personal matters
- not be used to give medical advice
- be controlled by high level staff
- be reviewed periodically.

**Staff training**
Particularly for interactive social media (email, texts, Twitter, Facebook, etc), it is essential that there be both clear policies and good staff training (TABLE). There really should be no “making it up as we go along.” Staff on a social media lark of their own can be disastrous for the practice. Policies need to be updated frequently, and staff training reinforced and repeated periodically.

**Quality of care and advice**
**Start with your website**
Institutions’ websites are major sources of health care information: Nearly 32% of US adults would be very likely to prefer a hospital based on its website. Your website can be an important face of your practice to the community—for good or for bad. On one hand, the practice can control what is is on a website and, unlike some social media, it will not be directed to individual patients. Done well, it “provides golden opportunities for marketing physician services, as well as for contributing to public health by providing high-quality online content that is both accurate and understandable to laypeople.” Done badly, it can convey incorrect and harmful information and discredit the medical practice that established it.

Your website introduces the practice and settings, but it will serve another purpose to thousands of people who likely will see it over time as a source of credible health information. The importance of ensuring that your website is carefully constructed to provide, or link to, good medical advice that contributes to quality of care cannot be overstated.

A good website begins with a clear statement of the reasons and goals for having the site. Professional design assistance generally is used to create the site, but that design process needs to be overseen by a medical professional to ensure that it conveys the sense of the practice and provides completely accurate information. A homepage of dancing clowns with stethoscopes may seem good to a 20-something-year-old designer, but it is not appropriate for a physician. It will be the practice, not the designer, who is held accountable for the site content. Links to other sites need to be vetted and used with care. Patients and other members of the public may well take the links as carrying the endorsement of the practice and its physicians.

Perhaps the greatest risk of a website is that it will not be kept current.
information may be harmful to patients who rely on it.

Any professional website should include disclaimers informing users that the site is not intended to establish a professional relationship or to give professional advice. The nature and extent of the disclaimer will depend on the type of information on the site. An example of a particularly thorough disclaimer is the Mayo Clinic disclaimer and terms of use (http://www.mayoclinic.org/about-this-site/terms-conditions-use-policies).

**General professionalism**

At the end of the day, social media are an outreach from a medical practice and from the profession to the public. Failure to treat these platforms with appropriate professional standards may result in professional discipline, damages, or civil penalties. Almost all of the reviews of social media use in health care practice note that the risks of inappropriate use are not only to the individual physician but also to the general medical profession, which may be undermined. Consider posting policies of the relevant state medical boards, the AMA, and ACOG in your office after you have had a discussion with your staff about them.

The AMA statement includes a provision that a physician seeing unprofessional social media conduct by a colleague has the responsibility to bring that to the attention of the colleague. If the colleague does not correct a significant problem, “the physician should report the matter to appropriate authorities.”

**Bottom line**

Any practitioner considering the use of social media must view it as a major step that requires caution, expert assistance, and constant attention to potential privacy, quality, and professionalism issues. If you are considering it, ensure that all staff associated with the practice understand and agree to the established limits on social media use.

---
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